
QUALITY BATHROOM PRODUCTS

INSTALLATION PROCEDURES FOR IP44 WALL-MOUNTED MIRRORS

Before installing this product pay special attention to these instructions. It is recommended that this product is
installed by a qualified electrician to lEE wiring regulations (BS 7671) and current building regulations. These
products can safely be fitted into Zone 2. See Lighting Regulations Diagram.

1. Prior to commencing work isolate the power to the supply cable at the fuse box.
2. Choose the location in which you wish to install the minor.
3. Check that there are no other concealed cables or pipe-work in the intended installation
area (check the entire installation area)
4. The minor is hung on the wall by means of two screw hooks which slot into the fixing
plates on the rear of the minor.
5. Accurately mark on the wall the position of the screw hooks.
6. Using the correct size drill bit for the wall fixing (please note that for certain wall types
i.e. plasterboard walls, the wall fixings supplied are not recommended) drill holes in the
marked locations. Place the Rawl plugs into the holes and screw the hooks into the wall
ensuring that they are level.
7. Install the light fitting(s) onto the minor. Make the electrical connection from the light
fitting and house wiring into the IP44 box fitted on the back of the mirror. (we recommend
that this opera ion is carried out by a qualified electrician to current IEE wiring--- -
regulations).
8. Mount the minor onto the screw hooks to complete installation.

WIRING DIAGRAM

MAINS SUPPLY

Live supply can be Red or Brown
Earth Supply is Green and Yellow

eutraJ Supply can be Blue or Black

Live s uppty is Brown
Earth supply is Green and Yellow
Neutral Supply is Blue

Cleaning

LUMINAIRE

Please do not use any abrasives or solvents when cleaning this product. Only wipe over using a
soft damp cloth. Do not allow any water to stand on any part of the minor. Please clean up any
spillages.
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Lighting Regulations
All installations must comply to guidelines which are based on a zonal concept. The colour coded diagram
below illustrates this concept and must be followed to ensure the safe installation of bathroom lighting.
These regulations apply to domestic installations only. Installations must be made in accordance with
the current lEE wiring regulations and relevant building regulations. HiB recommends that all electrical
bathroom products should only be fitted by a suitably qualified, Part P registered electrician.
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